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The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the developm,ent of the mathematical theory of
evolution of large populations. This topic is imporlant due to the numerorrs applications, incl. in
biological, social and epidemiology.

This doctclral disseńation consists of six chapters, The first two are devoted to the clescriptiorr

of biological and matlrem,atical nrotivations anrJ the introduction of mathematical theory.

The main results of the dissertation are presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5. The,y include reseafch, on

modeling of infinite systems rvith age stfuctulę at tlre microscopic lęvei. Tlris is one of the first
approaches to this issu,ę. The dissertation presents hvo models given by the Kolmogorov operators.

The first moclel describes the birth an,d death proces§, where the tbrmation of an,ervparticledeperTds

on thę others already existing in the population. In Chaptęrs 3 arrtl 4, the space is X = Rd arrcl the

states are suitable probability fileasures that have correlation functions. The third chapter contains the

solution of the evolution equation for the first and second correlation functions. Tlren a generalized

version of the first model was introducerl in rvhich particlęs appear and disappear independently o1i

each other. Tlre corresponding Fokker-P]anck equation was ptoved to have a global solrttion, a steady

state was found and its telnporary ergodicity rx,as shown, In the further part of tlre work, the second
model was consiclered, when X is a locally compact Polish space. In this casę, it is not possible to use

m.ethods basecl on correlation functions. For this rea§On, appropriate nretrics have been introduced in
the configuration spaces, Then, the existence of the Markov process was proved, it was slrown that the

appropriate martingale probl,em is rvell posed, tlre steady state was found and its ergodiciĘ was
investigated.

The dissertation was written in English duę to participation in the projects The multi-scąle

approaches in liJb ąnd social sciences ż0l7l25lBl3Tll00051 and Dynamics of Large Systems of
Interacting Entities 57154469 and international cooperation with the Universitv of Warsaw and the

[Jniversiry of Bielef'eld.
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